
 Just What We Need  

1/4 Face Mask box
Facilitating entrance in the house

Target group

Custom (everyone from countries facing the corona virus
pandemia)

Observation

During the hard period of staying home (but going out for strict
necessity goods) I had difficulties with the face mask whenever I
was back home with my groceries. I didn’t knew how and where to
put the mask. I wanted to put it in the garbage or sometimes I
wanted to keep it because we were only having few masks (we
didn’t found any new masks to buy). So finally, the idea... On the
entrance chest I placed a box in which I placed the used mask every
time I was coming home.

Conclusion

I am proposing to place a face mask disposable box at the entrance
of everyone’s house. The role of the box is to facilitate entering in
the house. The first step you do is to take out your mask and put it
in the box. So you avoid contamination, you have the minimum
contact with the mask while you're already home and recycle or
throw it in the most efficient and ecological way. Afterwards you
can put the masks in a special biohazard bin or you can wash
them(high temeparture!) for reuse.

Solution

The box is safe for not spreading the particles and it can be made out of
glass or plastic. The glass has the advantage of being eco-friendly and the
plastic has the advantage of being economical.

With a safe mask box you can handle safley the groceries or any other
things you brought with you. Finally you can breathe safley! You're home!
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Optional Big Visual

Face Mask box The role of the
box is to facilitate the entering in
the house and to avoid
contamination and contact with
other objects.
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Optional Small Visual

The box is safe for not spreading the particles and it can be made out of glass or plastic. The
glass has the advantage of being eco-friendly and the plastic has the advantage of being
economical.

With a safe mask box you can handle safley the groceries or any other things you brought
with you. Finally you can breathe safley! You're home
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Creative's profile

Ariads
Graphic designer

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Interior Design, Packaging Design, Textile Design
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